
Thank You for "Taking a Peek" at our Healthy Living Plan option: 
 
The info below will help you to understand the first "step" of the Juice Plus+ Business 
which we call the HLP or Fast Track to DD (Direct Distributor) and the 6% commission level; 
This info will help you decide if you'd like to  
 
 
1.) Enjoy your own Retail Sales Profit (RSP) every time a shipment goes out 
2.) Quickly earn a 6% Commission on future orders (On your own orders and your customers') 
3.) Earn a $100 Bonus if the HLP is achieved anytime within a 30-day window~~ 
 
If you'd rather watch a video than read, please check out this 2.5 minute video: 
 
http://safeyoutube.net/w/qEx 
 
So… What's the big deal about earning a 6% Commission?  
(Please Note: There is NO pressure to go any farther in the business!) 
 
Here is an example: 
 

 
"Rep A's Household" and their 2 customers still have 2 more shipments coming this year(!) 
[Each shipment of Trio Capsules contains a 4-month supply for one person] 

"Person A" signs up to be a Juice Plus+ Rep. The Sign-Up/Annual Cost is (-) $50 
They Choose to do the "HLP" (Healthy Living Plan) Fast Track: 
 
 
"A" couple (Rep Household) buys a Trio Capsule order for each adult in household  
= (+) $39 RSP x 2 = (+) $ 78 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
"B" Friend or Family Member orders a Trio Capsule order under rep "A"  
= (+) $39 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
"C" Friend or Family Member orders a Trio Capsule order under rep "A"  
= (+) $39 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
When the above is completed within a 30-Day Window (Does not have to be in a Calendar 
Month!) = (+) $100 HLP "Thank You" Bonus to Rep "A" 
 
For example, if we assume the above activity was done between July 2nd and July 31st, 
"Rep A" would get (+) $156 RSP AND (+) $100 HLP = $256 paid to "Rep A" on August 
10th(!)   
 
That is a $206 "Profit" which can be tallied against the cost of Rep A's Juice Plus+ Product 
(Sweet!) 
 
Now that "Rep A" has Fast-Tracked to the 6% Commission Level via the HLP Fast Track to 
DD Plan; All orders shipped under "Rep A" 8/1/17 forward will earn an additional 6% 
Commission over the RSP. 

http://safeyoutube.net/w/qEx


 
 
 

 
 

  
 
This brings a total of $649.36 earned from RSP, Commission + HLP Bonus in the first year, less 
the $50 Annual Fee = $599.36 to offset the cost of "Rep A's" product 
 
No need to do any more, but assuming "Rep A's" Household and their 2 Friends keep eating 
Juice Plus+ they will "Eat" their way to the 14% Commission Level,  
(***Usually takes 2-3 years to do this...) so each box of Trio Capsules shipped will pay "Rep A" 
$62.73 per box of Trio Capsules, instead of the original $39 RSP 
 
ALL commission levels are PERMANENT, so long as the Rep Pays the $50 annual fee, there 
are no monthly sales quotas to meet or pressure to do more in the business... 
 
 
Here is a chart which summarizes the Business Plan and how RSP and Commission are 
calculated: 

November 2017 "Rep A" will receive: 
 
"A" couple (Rep Household) again ships their Trio Capsule order for each adult in household  
= (+) $39 RSP x 2 PLUS (+) 6% Commission = $49.17 per box or $98.34 
 
"B" Friend or Family Member's Trio Capsule order under rep "A" reships  
= (+) $49.17 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
"C" Friend or Family Member's Trio Capsule order under rep "A"  
= (+) $49.17 RSP to Rep "A"
 
Total of RSP and 6% Commission for November, paid on December 10th = "Rep A" would 
get (+) $196.68 RSP (An INCREASE of $40.68 since first shipment!) 

March 2018 "Rep A" will receive: 
 
 
"A" couple (Rep Household) again ships their Trio Capsule order for each adult in household  
= (+) $39 RSP x 2 PLUS (+) 6% Commission = $49.17 per box or $98.34 
 
"B" Friend or Family Member's Trio Capsule order under rep "A" reships  
= (+) $49.17 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
"C" Friend or Family Member's Trio Capsule order under rep "A"  
= (+) $49.17 RSP to Rep "A" 
 
Total of RSP and 6% Commission for March 2018, paid on April 10th, 2018  
= "Rep A" would get (+) $196.68 RSP (An INCREASE of $40.68 since first shipment!) 



 

 
 
*** If a Rep wishes, they may Fast Track to the 14% Commission level in 60 days or less simply 
by doing their HLP and getting 11 MORE Trio Orders, shipped to at least 
5 more different *households (=*Different shipping and billing info from the others) and have one 
"Buddy" who wants to do their HLP with their OWN Trio order, so instead of 
"Future Orders" paying at $39 or $49.17 they will earn $62.73 per box shipped on their NEXT 
paycheck AND receive a $250^ BONUS (^$350 if completed by 8/31/17!) 
"Rep A" can hang out there indefinitely (Provided they pay the annual $50 fee) without creating 
a team and duplication 
 
This is called the "2000+" or the Fast Track to VF (Virtual Franchisee) Here is a brief 4 min 
video that goes over this program:  http://safeYouTube.net/w/3YBb 
 

 

http://safeyoutube.net/w/3YBb


 
 
When "Rep A" achieves a 40 Trio Order Customer Base, they become a "PB Qualified 
Business" and earn an additional 5% override on their customer orders and any of their  
team's customer orders - This can add up to a LOT overtime! Here is a six-minute video 
which explains this Bonus in greater detail:  https://vimeo.com/187909102 
 
Of course, if "Rep A" chose to continue (At ANY "future point") They could receive a 22% 
Commission or an amount of $76.29 per each box of Trio Capsules shipped instead  
of only the $39 RSP at sign-up for reaching the NEXT level, titled SC (Sales Coordinator)  
PLUS, a $500 Bonus(!) Below is a 9 minute video which explains this in greater detail:  
 
https://vimeo.com/151247898 
 
 
Reps can also receive a $250 "Sponsor Bonus" for each person they help Fast Track to VF and 
a $500 "Sponsor Bonus" for each person they help Fast Track to SC, with NO $$$ limit! 
Please note that to achieve the SC level or above, a Rep must have an active team; It is not 
possible to go beyond the VF qualified level without adding "Team" beneath you... 
 
In closing, there will be three photos at the end of this PDF which: explain the Fast Track 
Program in a simple visual, as well as a chart which explains the TBB (Team Building Bonus) 
Program and a final chart which covers the Compensation Plan up to NMD (National Marketing 
Director – The Top Position)  
 
So, as you can see, if you share with 2-3 people, enjoying our Juice Plus+ Mission is possible 
for most anyone!  Please contact the person who shared this with you if you have any questions 
or interest in joining our Mission...  
 

Wishing you and yours Good Health and Happiness! 
 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/187909102
https://vimeo.com/151247898


 

 



 


